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Luanda Taxi – a fieldwork playlist
written by Jon Schubert
February, 2016

https://soundcloud.com/jon-schubert/sets/luandataxi

Conducting  ethnographic  fieldwork  in  a  hectic,  chaotic,  and  sprawling
multimillion  metropolis  like  Luanda  presents  logistical  and  epistemological
challenges. If one is not focusing on a clearly defined field site — like working in
or through a neighbourhood association, for example — the notion of ‘participant
observation’ has to be complicated, as people juggle multiple obligations, often
cumulating several jobs, studies, family commitments, and their daily routines
include extremely time-consuming travels from one part of the city to the other.

https://allegralaboratory.net/luanda-taxi-a-fieldwork-playlist/
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While I probably made the most ‘participant’ observations in dealing with services
of the public administration, my research on citizens’ experiences with Angola’s
‘neo-authoritarian’ regime was chiefly based on long conversations, often with
regular interlocutors. These were complemented by observations of the stuff of
everyday  life:  family  lunches,  motorised  transport,  petty  commerce,  police
harassment,  birthday and engagement  parties,  funerals,  church services,  and
street-side chats.
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More importantly  perhaps,  as  I  could not  afford a  car,  walking the physical
environment  of  the  city,  and  observations  in  and  from  the  ubiquitous
candongueiros,  the  thousands  of  blue-and-white  Toyota  Hi-Ace  minivans  that
make  up  the  bulk  of  collective  transport  in  Luanda,  gave  me  a  richer
understanding of the tapestry of everyday life in Luanda. This was especially true
because with such long-term fieldwork and under conditions where no one openly
wants  to  speak  of  ‘politics’,  it  is  key  to  attuning  oneself  to  the  fleeting
manifestation of the political, that which ‘blinks, momentarily shows itself, and
escapes’ (Navaro-Yashin 2002: 15).

Being stuck in traffic or bouncing through rain-filled potholes,  squeezed in
between  fellow  passengers,  and  listening  to  protest  rap  blaring  from  the
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loudspeakers  of  the  candongueiros  was  an  exhilarating  and  often  also  a
definitely political experience.

The playlist here is a small selection of popular tunes and summer hits from
2010/11. It mixes unabashedly commercial party and dance songs, Angola’s very
own kuduro tracks (Moorman 2014), and the aforementioned protest raps, which
really started in 2011 and continued ever since — for further reading see, here,
here,  here,  and  here.  This  will  hopefully  give  you,  the  listener,  a  sensory
immersion into the ‘immediatist’ rhythms of the City (Schubert 2016). Enjoy!

Playlist:
Puto Portugues — Tá sair male

Cabo Snoop – Windeck

Celma Ribas – Comando

Brigadeiro 10 Pacotes — Estado da nação

Titica – Chão Chão

Ary – Dá só

MC K – O país do pai Banana

Degala – Do Cambuá

Zona 5 – Dia do homem (the actual track only starts at about 1:52 of the video)

Nelson Freitas — Saia branca

Walter & Nicol Ananaz – Mboia

Yola Semedo — Marido infiel

http://africanarguments.org/2012/08/30/angolan-elections-2012-beer-and-circuses-no-longer-enough-by-claudia-gastrow/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03057070.2015.991189
http://africanarguments.org/2015/07/13/fear-and-loathing-in-luanda-by-jon-schubert/
http://africasacountry.com/2015/12/nicki-minajs-angola/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctYyAk7EoAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcJr-3XDx5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LujhWG318Sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSQwgR8z_xY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PV9BP8Xf6Ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruRGwWAJRgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28ZIzUf-jBg&list=PL7u11YXdSw6MFYh8x3URgNBKMO6NKEhQ1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZeh_0ufibc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBacJrP6pt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jte8XfwnSjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYfDexhxg10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEdnGXTO_hY&list=PLfXbLpjB1zxyd7eZH0bO5vnywAJNgs3pB&index=6
https://allegralaboratory.net/
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